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New Faces
Sophie Penney and
Chauntel Duriez join SCCLT.
See page 10.
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VOLUNTEERS OF
THE YEAR

Houses for Sale
You could be in the market
and not even know it!
Check them all out on
pages 8 & 9.

GreenBuild
Update on this exciting
project on page 7.

Race to Zero
Learn how this award-winning team works with SCCLT. - page 4.

Columns
Nina Waxes Poetic! - page
3.
Mary Rocks! - page 6.

As one of our first three homeowners who was willing to "step off the
edge" and embrace a new model for homeownership, Mary Wilson
has lent her energy, humor and wisdom to advancing the mission of
the State College Community Land Trust. Now with husband Mark
she has become a leader who sets high standards, shares generously
and works tirelessly toward increasing affordable homeownership.
Mary and Mark were most recently among the interior designers for
HomeStage, an SCCLT fundraising event showcasing affordable design. What formidable bargain hunters they were! Combine that with
a playful and colorful decorating style and you have one of the most
popular rooms at the event. Mary also authors a wonderful, wise column in our newsletter. We love your energy, your sense of fun, your
inventiveness and your caring spirit, Mary and Mark. Our collective
hats are off to you both!
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
The State College Community Land Trust
(SCCLT) continues to accomplish our
mission of fostering community through
homeownership, and 2015
promises to be another banner year. Just this
year alone: the United Way accepted us as a
partner agency, we are continuing our GreenBuild project in conjunction with the Borough,
and we have helped our 50th homeowner into a
borough home. These events are very special,
and it is with pleasure that I recount these successes. Looking to next year, our 20th in existence, we anticipate continuing to bring the
Greenbuild project closer to fruition. All of this
points to exciting times for the SCCLT and the
local community in the coming months.
The SCCLT strives to maintain a high level of
service to deliver to our existing homeowners.
With all of this excitement regarding upcoming
projects and events, it is crucial that we continue
to remain diligent in administration of our existing program, properties, and homeowners. I
know that our hard working staff and volunteers
will continue to meet any need that arises, but
the SCCLT functions best when working in conjunction with our neighbors, fellow borough
homeowners, and the borough council. We aspire to be a means to better community by providing homeowners that are stakeholders in
their neighborhoods. We depend upon our
community partners (you) to help us help the
borough. Thus far, we have done well by your
support, and moving harmoniously into the future we can make the SCCLT, and by extension
the borough of State College, even better.

Therefore, as we move forward with our plans
and projects, please remember and support our
existing programs even as we move forward
with different ways of bolstering our borough
through homeownership.
In the end it is the people that live here that
make State College the excellent place it is. On
behalf of the SCCLT, thank you for making it so,
and for your continued support.
Michael Joyce

State College Community Land Trust
1315 South Allen St., Suite 306
State College, PA 16801
Phone/Fax: 814-867-0656
Email: director@scclandtrust.org
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But you, the most generous of all
Instead of merely prints and carnage
Have left a shoe on the path.
A large leather loafer size eleven
And I who crone-like have cursed you all
Consider a gentle spell.
A lot of people have been commenting on the
growth of my shrubbery this summer. The removal
of some large street trees and a season of endless
rain have grown my spindly hazelnut bushes into a
high green wall. They remind me of an illustration
in a fairy tale book. a prince questing after the
sleeping beauty is trapped in the bramble hedge
that surrounds her castle, his useless upraised
sword held immobile by vines. In fact one of the
original purposes of the hedge was defensive
vegetation. My wide open front yard invited incursions right up to the door by the wandering tribes
of the night. Now it takes a braver and more curious person to venture into the mystery that my entryway has become. Vandalism in my garden provokes me to colorful language, so with your indulgence I will risk a poem..
Nona Nina

What shall I plant in this shoe?
Lady's Mantle that I should sleep quietly through
the night
Or Poison Ivy that your foot will itch
If ever you stray from sidewalk again?
Pennyroyal to rid me of pestilence!
Angelica to cure the plague!
Rue to rue the day I ever thought to garden in this
college town.

(Please note, most SCCLT homeowners do not
have these problems. I may be the only one whose
home is located in the dreaded "Reduced Brain
Cell Zone" between campus and the fraternities.
The difficulties there are more than compensated
by great neighbors and a lovely neighborhood.)

Drunks' Progress
I garden to keep my footprint small
But large oafish tracks stumble through the carrots
and lettuces
Crushing everything within each tread's outline.
Mr. McGregor gone berserk
Chasing hallucinated bunnies at two A.M.
I imagine it's a frightened young man
False courage warm in his belly
Who plays giant to my dwarf apple trees
Ripping them stem from root for me to weep over

Stop by and help SCCLT celebrate its

20th Birthday
October 17, 11am – 2 pm.
at the Community Resource Fair,
State College Municipal Building,
243 S. Allen Street

Discarded on the snow on a cold winter morning.
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PENN STATE RACE TO ZERO TEAM WINS
TWO EXCELLENCE AWARDS AT
NATIONAL COMPETITION

Award-winning Penn State team at DOE Race to Zero Student Design Competition. Team representatives Chauntel Duriez (fifth-year student pursuing an integrated Master in Architecture) and Kyle Macht (first-year Master in Architecture; B.A.E./M.A.E.) are holding a Design Excellence award.
Image: John De La Rosa/NREL

In the spring of this year Penn State over 30 architecture and engineering student s came together to form a team called H4 | Heritage
Homes: High Performance Living in Harmony
with Community. Penn State’s H4 competed in
and strongly impressed the judges of the 2015
US Department of Energy (DOE) Race to Zero
Student Design Competition. Penn State won
awards in two of the three excellence award
categories: Design Excellence and Systems Integration Excellence. The competition was held
April 18-20, at the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory in Golden, Colorado.

A total of 33 teams from 27 schools across the
United States and Canada competed in the
2015 competition.
Student Team Leader, Kyle Macht (first-year
M.Arch; B.A.E./M.A.E.) and Student Marketing
Coordinator Chauntel Duriez (fifth-year student
pursuing an integrated masters in architecture)
represented the Penn State team. Lisa Domenica Iulo and Scott Wing, both associate professors in architecture were competition faculty
advisers.
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Iulo lauded Macht and Duriez’s winning presentation in Golden, Colorado. “Their chemistry,
professionalism, and how they engaged with
their audience was amazing. Many of those
watching shared the confidence that the Penn
State team would be successful based on their
presentation.”
“The competition was fantastic. We did really
well, and many people -- students, industry
partners, and jurors -- were really impressed
with the project,” said Macht. “It was incredible
to meet some of the best building scientists in
the country and for them to be impressed with
us. The entire competition was inspirational,
giving me the motivation to make a difference
in housing industry.”
The competition challenged and inspired students to design an affordable, net zero energy
home that meets DOE's Zero Energy Ready
Home guidelines. The design concept of H4
was created in collaboration with the State College Community Land Trust (SCCLT) as the pilot
project of their new GREENBUILD initiative.
Wing noted, “The SCCLT challenged students
to consider affordability both in initial construction costs and long term energy costs."
The team worked closely with the SCCLT
throughout the design process through design
charettes and visual preference surveys. “I was
extremely impressed with the knowledge the
students brought to the discussion,” said SCCLT
Board Member Ron Filippelli. “They were well
informed and very professional.”
Additionally, the team engaged with more than
fourteen industry mentors to receive real world
insight on buildability, cost estimates, HVAC
design, solar photovoltaic system design, and
marketability. The competition team was supported in great part by the Pennsylvania Housing Resource Center (PHRC). The ongoing coordination with the SCCLT as the project moves
to the next stage of development will continue
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to be supported by the Hamer Center for
Community Design design-build arm, the Energy Efficient Housing Research Group. The
team’s success in the competition speaks to the
hard work of the students, their knowledgeable
mentors and the true need for affordable energy efficient housing. Be sure to come and check
out the exhibit of their work and competition
results in the Stuckeman Family Building office,
on display all summer during regular office
hours.
Written by Kendall Mainzer, Stuckeman School
Marketing and Communications Specialist,
adapted by Chauntel Duriez, H4 Marketing Coordinator.

Award Winning SCCLT Homeowner
One of our very own, Kate Lao Shaffner, won a
Regional Edward R. Murrow Award for her work
at WPSU-FM. Kate 's story was about municipalities considering leasing or selling assets such as
water to help balance their budgets. There are
many towns and cities in Pennsylvania whose
budgets are extremely lean. The report was a
collaboration between WPSU and other public
radio stations in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
Harrisburg.
Our congratulations to Kate on her timely examination of this issue as well as the recognition
the award gives her!

CHECK OUT THE
SCCLT PAGE ON
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How To Rock A Room
Have you ever been just too exhausted to put
the dishes in the dishwasher, let alone put up the
new curtains? When motivation to finish a prolonged project or chore seems in need of a
good kick in the pants, think instead about
rockin’ the house. Throw a party!
You have never seen anyone move as fast as I
when invited guests are soon to be knocking on
the door. Days before their arrival, the stereo
gets turned up, rugs shaken up, weeds pulled
up, and even the décor tuned up - all to the invigorating beat of Aretha Franklin, Rod Stewart,
and even some rockin’ Garth Brooks. Having already called a few friends, there was no stopping
the train now. Friends would be here, and the
energetic, “midnight madness” was in full throttle! Hint #1: House cleaning can be downright
enjoyable when done to music that makes your
feet itch to move.
There were floors to sweep, tables to polish, and
bathrooms to clean; so why was I staring at the
blank staircase walls to the basement? Oh, no,
it’s about to happen again, sideswiped by a
great idea. Hint #2: Keep your eyes on the prize
by first making a task list or, believe me, you will
find yourself or your spouse perched on a multijointed ladder on stairs, precariously hanging
your old bridles, saddles, and chaps from places
that paint brushes hadn’t seen in two decades!
Ahh, but when no one is around to keep Hint #2
from escaping your weakening grasp, go ahead,
indulge yourself by using a few of those easy-toexecute ideas to add a little jazz to a room. With
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nothing to buy but a few extra minutes, my old
collection of displayed horse paraphernalia
suddenly looked like an eclectic, equine exhibit
waiting to tell its story. Hint #3: Instead of casting
your old hobby items into a forgotten attic box,
showcase them in some unique way; turn them
into a glimpse of who you are. The smiles they
can bring will warm your heart at the cost of only
some time.
Do you have some boring wall space but too few
discretionary dollars for costly artwork? Hint #4:
Freeware programs, such as Paint.NET, allow you
to take a digital photo and overlay or treat it with

different effects to make one-of-a-kind variations
of your favorite photographs. Pick up a few secondhand frames, print your selections in whatever size you need, and arrange a grouping of
your creatively enhanced photos that will be sure
to catch the eye and spark conversation. Or
place some objects on tables or floor that make
someone look twice. We placed metal trucks in
front of photos of old car parts, and finished a
backsplash with left-over bamboo flooring.
Hint #5: With your rooms now rockin’, turn up
the tunes, welcome your favorite foot-loose
friends at the door, and remember to thank each
one for providing the perfect kick in the pants
you needed!
Mary Wilson
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Left: One of the student presentations
for the GreenBuild project. While the final design selection has not yet been
made, there is a rich range of possibilities.

Above: Class in progress in which students present their design proposals for
the GreenBuild project.
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Houses for Sale
Since all Land Trust houses are in the Borough of State College, all are close to employment, grocery stores, medical offices,
schools and public transportation. Most are
within easy walking or bicycling distance to
Penn State, downtown State College and el-

ementary schools as well as the high school.
Some houses have garages, basements, extra large lots, mature trees and landscaping –
everything that begins to make a house a
home? All are in nice, friendly neighborhoods scattered throughout the borough.

910 Walnut Street, $125,000
Single Family, Two Story Home, Three
Bedrooms, Two Bathrooms, One Car
Garage
1224 Sq. Ft., .22 Acre

SALE PENDING
127 W. Irvin Avenue, $107,000
Single Family Ranch Style, Four Bedrooms Plus Basement Bedroom, Two
Baths, Hardwood Floors, Private Backyard, Carport, Covered Backyard Patio
1200 Sq. Ft. + 1200 Sq. Ft., Basement,
0.15 Acre
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For Sale, ctd.
1113 Center
Lane,
$108,500
Single Family
Two Story,
Three Bedrooms, Two Baths,
Hardwood Floors,
Semi-finished Basement, Private, Fenced Backyard, Patio
1104 Sq. Ft. upstairs + 552
Sq. Ft. Basement, .10 Acre

Do you make purchases through
Amazon.com?

50th Family!
Our Marketing committee presented the
Wideman family with a permanent house
address plaque to mark two significant
milestones: first-time homeownership for
the family and the SCCLT reaching the 50th
family served through our mission of home
affordability in the Borough. Everyone wins
with this achievement!

If so, the SCCLT can receive a donation equal
to 0.5% of the price of most of your purchases. To register is easy. Go to
www.smile.amazon.com and type State College Community Land Trust in the organization box.
Note that any future Amazon purchases need
to be made via www.smile.amazon.com in
order for SCCLT to receive the donation.
smile.amazon.com has all the same functionality as Amazon.com. The only difference is
that a purchase made on smile.amazon.com,
nets a donation to the SCCLT.
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New Faces to Help with GreenBuild
For a project to be successful the work not only
needs to walk the walk, but it has to talk the
talk. This is the reasoning behind enlisting the
help of Penn State student Chauntel Duriez to
ensure that the Green Build project communicates effectively. Chauntel joins the State College Community Land Trust this summer as a
marketing and graphics consultant. She is a
Pennsylvania native who has earned her Bache-

lor of Architecture degree from Penn State and
will be returning to school for one more year to
complete her Master of Architecture degree.
She has interests in historic preservation, housing, and energy conscious design. Chauntel
was the head marketing coordinator for the
Penn State H4 design team that competed in
the DOE Race to Zero Student Design Competition this past spring. Chauntel will be working
on marketing materials to give to potential
donors as well as documents that can spread
the mission of GreenBuild.

Please welcome Sophie Penney, Ph.D, who
looks forward to partnering with SCCLT and you
to secure the financial resources necessary to
enable two prospective homeowners the opportunity live in ground-breaking GreenBuild
homes.
President of SW Coaching and Consulting, Sophie brings to SCCLT 15+_years of experience
as a front-line fundraiser. She greatly enjoys collaborating with teams, whether staff or volun-

teers, to bring visionary projects like Greenbuild to fruition. Most recently Sophie worked
in conjunction with administrators and volunteers at Foxdale Village to raise $600,000 for
the Healing Waters Therapy Pool Campaign.
Thanks to the joint activities of all involved, and
many generous donors, over $1 million was
contributed and the therapy pool will soon
serve Foxdalers and others.
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ANATOMY OF A LOGO
Logo - noun - a symbol or device
designed to represent an object,
concept, or attitude; esp. an
emblematic design adopted by an
organization to identify its
products or services.
Oxford English Dictionary

It seemed like the right time. Let's refresh our existing logo and create a new one for GreenBuild.
Vicki Fong, Cedilia Cordello, John Hiester, computer design guru, and I volunteered to take on
the challenge. Initial discussions occurred at New
Leaf, a space in the municipal building that seems
to foster creative thinking just by existing. With
white boards, black boards, pin-up boards, tables
and funky chairs the space offered an exciting
space where creative energy just flowed. We
spoke of conveying the sense of community with
sustainable homes becoming the significant
message. By grouping simple house shapes,
brightening up the colors and adding a tree form
we felt we were moving in the desired direction.
We listed, drew, erased and began again and
again. There were many back-and-forth emails
between members of the Marketing committee. It
really was a productive and energizing collaboration and with John's help our roughly drawn
ideas took on the smooth edges, forms, colors
and font style you see in the new logo.
We then tackled the development of a logo for
the GreenBuild project. Our initial visualization
was a complete departure from the elements of
the new SCCLT logo. It was suggested, though,
by a committee member that we consider making the GreenBuild logo an extension of the

SCCLT logo with only a few minor changes. This
resulted in an easily identified and unified appearance to the two logos. We hope you like the

new, updated look with its brighter colors, layers
and more contemporary font style, all conveying
the message of 'home.'
Sue Hiester, Marketing committee member
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State College Community Land Trust
1315 South Allen St., Suite 306
State College, PA 16801
Phone/Fax: 814-867-0656
Email: director@scclandtrust.org
www.scclandtrust.org
Return Service Requested

Chamber of Business and Industry of Centre County (CBICC)
CCAR / Centre County Association of Realtors
Centre County Council for Human Services
Centre County Housing and Land Trust
Housing Alliance of Pennsylvania
Centre County Affordable Housing Coalition
National Community Land Trust Network
New Leaf Initiative

MEMBER:
SCCLT MEMBERSHIP/DONATION FORM

A monetary donation qualifies you as a member.
Enclosed is my donation in the amount of
☐ $10 ☐ $25 ☐ $50 ☐ $100 ☐ $250 ☐ other________________
Yes, I would like to work on the following committee(s):
☐ Finance
☐ Marketing and Outreach
☐ Real Estate and Rehabilitation ☐ Fundraising
Name/Business or Organization

____________________________________________________
Address

___________________________________________________
City, State, Zip Code

____________________________ ______________________
Email address

☐ I/we wish to remain anonymous ☐ Include my/our names in appropriate
publications and publicly recognize us as:
____________________________________________________________________

For Office Use:
Check #__________ Date____/____/____ $______.____
Posted ___/___/____ New ☐ Cont. ☐ Ltr ___/___/____

$50 - will buy an integrated smoke detector OR it will
defray the cost of pre and post budget counseling for
first time homebuyers
$100-will allow volunteers to paint two rooms with
low VOC paint OR install an energy efficient window

___________________________________________________

Telephone (Daytime and Evening)

Do You Know What YOUR Donation to
the SCCLT Will Allow Us To Do?

$250 – will allow us to upgrade a new appliance to
an Energy Star appliance OR offset the cost of legal
counseling for purchasing a borough home
$500-will ensure one house will be lead-free OR
provide for an emergency repair fund
$1000-allows upgraded electrical service to meet
code OR provide for a roof to be replaced
Thank you for your monetary support of safe, upgraded and affordable housing in the Borough of State
College.
State College Community Land Trust, Inc. is a 501(c)3 organization under the Internal Revenue Code. The official registration and
financial information of the State College Community Land Trust,
Inc. may be obtained from the Pennsylvania Department of State by
calling toll-free, within Pennsylvania, 1-800-732-0999. Registration
does not imply endorsement.
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Send to:
State College Community Land Trust
1315 South Allen St., Suite 306
State College, PA 16801
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